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This weekend Elisa Monte Dance celebrated its 
32nd Anniversary Season with a packed program 
of Monte classics and three premieres. 

Opening with Artistic Director Elisa Monte's and 
Co-founder/choreographer David Brown's 1998 
work, Run to the Rock, Nina Simone's soulful 
music and dancer Prentice Whitlow's strong 
performance welcome the audience in this this 
tribute to Monte mentor, Alvin Ailey. Donning a 
black skirt, Whitlow's legs extend endlessly, 
swooping before his face and slicing forward and 
back, as the downstage lighting (designed by 
Clifton Taylor) casts a silhouette of his movement 

along the backdrop. 

An undoubted highlight of the evening was senior Monte dancer Joe Celej's premiere of Portals & Passageways, marking 
his fifth work. Incorporating the full company with dancer Clymene Baugher as the lead, the dance unfolds in a series of 
dream-like scenes and haunting interactions. Speaking to the title, it is choreographed with a keen awareness on Celej's part 
of the dancer's movement through space: traveling about and between one another, creating an organic, interwoven path 
throughout. Baugher shines as an intensely focused and controlled soloist, breaking away from the group clumped around 
her or shuffling from side to side, to push through. Her body twists, releases in an extension; other times she reels in for a 
gentle moment to rest her head on another's arm. 

Monte's newest work, Terra Firma, was created in collaboration with composer Rubin Kodheli. Inspired by the music of 
Meredith Monk, Kodheli's score is dynamic, evolving from a classical to a rock feel. Monte explores memories of people in 
her life who have passed in this deeply personal piece. It begins with four pairs of dancers sprawled on the ground in 
hypnotizing, patterned costumes (by Keiko Voltaire) beneath speckled lights (by Nick Hung). The dancers interactions are 
intimate, contrasting the moments when they evolve into simultaneous mini solos, drawing the audience's attention in 
different directions.  

The third premiere within the program is Associate Artistic Director Tiffany Rea-Fisher's Identity, which ponders the "the 
variety of hats one puts on and takes off during the course of the day, week or lifetime." It also marks Rea-Fisher's second 
collaboration with composer Kevin Keller and fifth premiere. Though the dance incorporates the full company in various 
ensemble sections and scenes with them pacing across the stage, the pinnacle of the piece is the solo, danced by Lisa 
Peluso. The movement is very arm driven, varying from softer movement to very sharp, angular shifts and short, 
intermittent pauses. 

Both Rea-Fisher's and Celej's works were made possible in part through the Young Executives of Elisa Monte Dance's New 
Choreographers Fund. It was a treat to see not only Monte's work in the company's season program, but also her legacy 
through her dancers' choreographic endeavors. 

Along with Identity, the second act includes Monte's elegant trio-partnering piece, Volkmann Suite (1996) and her equally 
powerful Unstable Ground, which premiered last year. 

Elisa Monte Dance's 32nd Anniversary Season was presented April 11-13 at the Ailey Citigroup Theater. To learn more 
about the company, please visit their website and facebook page. 


